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2.7.5

Recommendation

The recommended alignment is Option 1, the surface alignment. The primary reasons for the
recommendation are that the option:
Adequately supports the traffic operation and LRT operation within the study area.
Has significantly less cost than the other options (at least $200 million); and
Results in similar property impacts as the other options. The underground option would reduce
the number of full properties required from 26 to 18 (8 less than surface).

2.8

Keele Street Bus Terminal Configuration

Facilities are required at Keele Street to effectively accommodate transfers to and from buses on four
surface transit routes. Two options were identified:
On-street bus transit stops; and
2.7.4.8

Off-street stops at a transit terminal.

Option 8 – Hybrid (residents’ option)

On-street transit stops will likely include the implementation of bus bays, and transit vehicle routing which
will optimize transit operations without the use of a transit terminal. An off-street transit terminal could
possibly be a designed with queue jump lanes and transit signal phasing to quickly progress transit
vehicles into and out of the terminal.

Through public consultation, an additional option was suggested for review by the residents of the Mt.
Dennis community. This option suggests the use of the north side of the roadway for the location of the
LRT east of the rail bridges. It then suggests that the LRT begin to go underground just west of the existing
bridges. The residents’ option was evaluated at a high level. The vertical alignment for this concept is
feasible, though this option does not offer many other advantages.

The following five intersections are included in the study area as shown in Exhibit 52:

A detailed layout drawing for this option is was not developed.

Eglinton Avenue and Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street (Signalized);
Trethewey Drive and Yore Road (Signalized);

An overview showing the aerial plan and outline elevation is shown in Exhibit 51.

Keele Street and Yore Road (Stop Controlled);
Keele Street and Lester Avenue (Stop Controlled); and
Eglinton Avenue and Keele Street (Stop Controlled).
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conditions, these routes will originate at Keele. Route 32C will only service the segment Trethewey Drive
West. The 32D line will serve the Emmet Avenue area originating at Keele Station. Route 41 Keele
services will continue to pass through the area traveling north-south. All bus routes may operate using
alternative routing and transit stops under future conditions.
The signalized intersection of Eglinton Avenue and Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street currently operates at a
very poor level of service during both peak periods. There is limited northbound left turn capacity since
there is high opposing traffic. The signalized intersection of Trethewey Drive and Yore Road operates at a
poor level of service with the westbound left movement operating at close to capacity during the PM peak
period. All other movements operate at a good level of service. All traffic movements at the unsignalized
intersections are operating without capacity issues, with the exception of the northbound right turn
movement at Keele Street and Yore Road.

2.8.2

Options

A total of five Keele Street Bus Terminal scenarios were considered including two on-street transit stop and
three off-street transit terminal configurations. A traffic analysis was conducted to evaluate each option with
respect to their expected impact on traffic movements and associated activities in the study area. The
analysis used the projected transit vehicle routings within the study area.
The five scenarios analysed are as follows:
Option 1 - On-Street Route 32C Left Turn (Exhibit 53);
Option 2 - On-Street Route 32C Right Turn (Exhibit 54);
Option 3 - Off-Street Bus Terminal A (Exhibit 55);
Option 4 - Off-Street Bus Terminal B (Exhibit 56); and
Option 5 - Off-Street Bus Terminal C (Exhibit 57).
2.8.2.1

The Eglinton Avenue Crosstown Light Rail Transit (Eglinton Crosstown LRT) will operate underground at
the Eglinton Avenue at Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street signalized intersection. Therefore, this intersection
and surrounding road network would not be impacted by the implementation of the LRT. Under future
conditions, the implementation of the LRT does not alter the existing roadway lane configurations.

In this option, all future transit routes operate with on-street bus bays for passenger boarding and alighting.
Route 32C and Route 41 southbound have lay-by transit bus bays located south of Yore Road on
Trethewey Drive. The Route 32C routing will include a southbound left turn from Trethewey Drive onto
Eglinton Avenue and then perform an eastbound left turn to travel north on Keele Street. Route 32C transit
vehicles will then continue by entering Yore Road via a northbound right turn and use Irving Road to the
north to return to Trethewey Drive. The on-street bus bay for Route 41 northbound is a northbound
nearside stop at Trethewey Drive and Yore Road. Lastly, Route 32D will operate with a northbound onstreet transit stop on Trethewey Drive between Eglinton Avenue and Yore Road.

There is an Emergency Medical Service (EMS) station located on the northeast corner at the intersection of
Eglinton Avenue and Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street. As the LRT will be underground, its operation will not
interrupt EMS operations. However, the EMS operation may be complicated by on-street transit and
vehicle operation.
The pedestrian accesses to the underground Keele Street LRT station are proposed to be located directly
north of the EMS station (underground access) and at the northwest and southeast corners of Eglinton
Avenue and Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street.

2.8.1

Comments from TTC staff suggested that the routing plan for Option 1 is problematic since the routing is
circuitous and would place buses on local residential streets (Irving Road) and through a school zone. TTC
staff also advised that it would be very difficult for Route 32C southbound transit vehicles on Trethewey
Drive to manoeuvre into the left turn lane from the southbound bus bay.

Key Challenges and Constraints

Under this scenario, the EMS station would remain at its current location.

There are several branches of the 32 Eglinton West bus service which operate throughout the area today
but only two will continue after construction of the LRT: 32C (Eglinton West – Trethewey), 32D (Eglinton
West – Emmett). The Keele bus services will continue to operate through the area. Under existing
operations routes 32C and 32D originate from the Yonge and Eglinton West Subway station. Under future
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Option 1 - On-Street Route 32C Left Turn
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2.8.2.2

Option 2 - On-Street Route 32C Right Turn

2.8.2.3

This scenario is very similar to Option 1 with respect to bus routing, with the exception of Route 32C. At the
signalized intersection of Eglinton Avenue at Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street, Route 32C would perform a
southbound right turn to travel westbound on Eglinton Avenue where it would return to Trethewey Drive via
Municipal Drive and Yorktown Drive.

Under this option, the transit terminal would operate with both clockwise and counter-clockwise transit
operation. With bi-directional bus operations and two bus bays per direction, a bus passing lane is required
for each direction. Hence, the transit terminal location to access the LRT is required to be north of the
Trethewey Drive terminal access. The entrance/exits accesses of the terminal will be located on Trethewey
Drive between Eglinton Avenue and Yore Road, and on Yore Road. The Trethewey Drive access will
accommodate northbound Route 32D buses right turning inbound and westbound Route 32C buses right
turning outbound. The Yore Road access will accommodate Route 32C buses right turning inbound and
northbound Route 32D buses left turning outbound. To facilitate the movement of the Route 32D left turn
vehicles out of the terminal, a westbound left turn reserved for buses only have to be provided for the
Trethewey Drive and Yore Road intersection. A westbound left turn bus only phase will be used to progress
the bus through the signalized intersection.

Route 32D and Route 41 northbound and southbound would remain the same as Option 1 with respect to
routing and transit stop locations.
Comments from TTC staff suggested that the routing plan for Option 2 is also problematic because of the
circuitous routing and would direct buses through a busy mixed traffic area that is subject to congestion
and high delays.
The EMS station would remain at its current location.
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Option 3 - Off-Street Bus Terminal A

Based on existing traffic volumes on Yore Road, it would be difficult for a transit vehicle to exit the terminal
at the unsignalized Yore Road terminal access by performing a northbound left turn movement to head
westbound. The estimated queues on Yore Road are expected to extend beyond the Yore Road terminal
access providing no gap for a bus to merge with traffic without blocking the eastbound lanes. This would
result in high delays and is unfavourable from a transit operations perspective. As a result, the terminal
access on Yore Road was analyzed with a signalized access and is coordinated with the Trethewey Drive
and Yore Road intersection to safely merge transit vehicles onto Yore Road. For safety reasons, the
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According to the proposed transit routings, the current EMS station location is problematic since
emergency vehicles will likely conflict with circulating transit vehicles exiting the terminal onto either
Eglinton Avenue or on Trethewey Drive. For this scenario, the EMS station is recommended to be
relocated to the southeast quadrant of Trethewey Drive and Yore Road.

northbound right turn on red at Trethewey Drive and Yore Road will be prohibited to limit the number of
vehicles stopped on Yore Road when the Yore Road terminal access signal is activated. In addition, a
westbound left turn transit only lane is feasible and proposed for the Trethewey Drive and Yore Road
intersection with a priority phase to allow access to the right turn on Trethewey. The transit only lane is
proposed to have sufficient storage length for at least two buses. Lastly, there is also an exclusive
southbound right turn lane proposed for the Eglinton Avenue and Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street
intersection to serve southbound right turning vehicles and to act as a transit queue jump lane.

It should be noted that this option has significant property impact to the buildings located on Eglinton
Avenue.

Route 41N and Route 41S would remain the same as Options 1 and 2 with respect to routing and transit
stop locations.

2.8.2.5

2.8.2.4

The Option 5 terminal location is similar to Option 3 but all buses would circulate in a clockwise direction in
the transit terminal. The underground LRT passage would be extended to the transit terminal. The Route
32C transit vehicle would perform a southbound left turn at the Trethewey Drive and Yore Road
intersection onto Yore Road, and then proceed into the terminal via an eastbound right turn from Yore
Road.

Option 4 - Off-Street Bus Terminal B

The transit terminal is proposed to be midway between Yore Road and Eglinton Avenue on Trethewey
Drive. Route 41 buses would operate similar to the other options without using the transit terminal while
Route 32C would be required to perform a southbound left turn into the transit terminal via the Trethewey
Drive terminal access, then it would then enter Eglinton Avenue via a southbound right turn and then onto
Trethewey Drive via a westbound right turn to continue on its normal route. Route 32D will also use the
transit terminal proposed under this option circulating clockwise around the terminal.
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Option 5 - Off-Street Bus Terminal C

Route 32D will circulate around the proposed transit terminal, use the proposed terminal stops, and exit the
terminal via a westbound left turn onto Trethewey Drive. Based on the existing traffic volumes, it would be
difficult for a transit vehicle to perform this left turn manoeuvre at an unsignalized access. The estimated
southbound queue lengths are expected to extend to the upstream intersection and provide little to no gap
for a bus to merge with southbound traffic without blocking the northbound lanes. This would result in
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To determine the overall traffic impact of each scenario, the Synchro traffic analysis software was used to
review the overall intersection level of service and any critical turning movements during both peak periods.
This analysis highlights any movements or changes in level of service to provide an overall understanding
of how the intersections are affected with the rerouting of the transit vehicles.

significantly high delays and is problematic from a transit operations perspective. As a result, the
Trethewey Drive terminal access is modelled as a signalized access, and coordinated with the Trethewey
Drive and Eglinton Avenue intersection to safely merge transit vehicles onto Trethewey Drive. It should be
noted that even with the signal access, merging of the transit vehicle into the far west lane to make a
southbound right turn at Eglinton Avenue and Trethewey Drive/ Keele Street could still be problematic.

It should be noted that the existing signal phasing was adjusted to improve the intersection operations. For
all options, the signal timings at Eglinton Avenue and Trethewey Drive/Keele Street and at Trethewey Drive
and Yore Road remained consistent for comparison sake and were not influenced by the rerouting of
transit vehicles for each scenario.

Route 41 buses will continue to use on-street transit stops similar to the other options.
The EMS station would remain at its existing location.

A summary table of evaluation results for the five options is presented in Exhibit 58.
Factor/
Scenario

Bus
Routing

Option 1

Circuitous/
Unfavourable

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Requires
Northbound left turn
out of terminal for
one route

Requires
Southbound left
turn into
terminal for one
route

Requires
Westbound left
turn out of
terminal for one
route

One directional
terminal
circulation

One directional
terminal
circulation

Almost identical
to other
scenarios

Almost identical
to other
scenarios

Lowest Route
32D delay
during PM peak

Lowest Route
32C delay
during AM and
PM peak
periods

Circuitous/
Unfavourable
Bi-directional
terminal circulation

Level of
Service
and
Volume
to
Capacity
Ratio

2.8.3

Slightly
increased v/c
ratios for a
couple of
movements
and
intersections

Almost
identical to
other
scenarios

Lowest Route 32D
delay during AM
peak

Evaluation
Transit
Delay

The criteria used to assess functional design options included:

Moderate
transit delays

Moderate
transit delays
Fairly low Route
32C delays for AM
and PM peak
periods.

Intersection level of service and/or any critical turning movements;
Transit vehicle study area delay;
The possible need or requirement for a left turn lane and/or signalizing an access;
Impact to the EMS station; and
Bus and LRT passenger transfer.
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Both decreased and
increased v/c ratios
for a couple of
movements and
intersections
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Factor/
Scenario

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

2.8.4

Option 5

The preferred configuration is Option 3 - Off-street Bus Terminal A. This configuration resulted in a low
transit delay and improved operations at the Eglinton Avenue/Trethewey Drive intersection compared to
other options. This option allows the bus terminal to operate with both clockwise and counter-clockwise
transit operation. The bus terminal will be located at the southeast corner of the Trethewey Drive/Yore
Road intersection. The entrance/exits of the terminal will be located on Trethewey Drive between Eglinton
Avenue and Yore Road, and on Yore Road.

Traffic signal at
Yore Road terminal
access
recommended

Left
Turn/
Signaliza
tion

No additional
lanes or
signalization
required

No additional
lanes or
signalization
required

Westbound left turn
transit only lane and
phase
recommended at
Trethewey Drive
and Yore Road

Southbound left
turn lane
recommended
on Trethewey
Drive

The terminal access on Yore Road will be signalized and coordinated with the Trethewey Drive/Yore Road
intersection to safely merge transit vehicles onto Yore Road. For safety reasons, the northbound right turn
on red traffic light at the Trethewey Drive/Yore Road intersection will be prohibited to limit the number of
vehicles stopped on Yore Road when the Yore Road terminal access signal is activated. In addition, a
westbound left turn transit only lane is proposed for the Trethewey Drive/Yore Road intersection. The
transit only lane is proposed to have sufficient storage length for at least two buses. There is also an
exclusive southbound right turn lane proposed for the Eglinton Avenue/Trethewey Drive intersection to
serve southbound right turning vehicles and to act as a transit queue jump lane. The passenger transfers
between bus and LRT will occur with a combination of on-street level connection and underground
pedestrian passage.

Traffic signal at
Trethewey Drive
terminal access
recommended

Southbound right
turn lane
recommended at
Eglinton Avenue
and Trethewey
Drive/ Keele Street
Impact
to EMS

Bus/LRT
Transfer

No direct
impact to
EMS Station

Passengers
can enter a
LRT access
at any corner
of Eglinton
Avenue and
Trethewey
Drive/ Keele
Street,
except the
southwest
corner.

No direct
impact to
EMS Station

Passengers
can enter a
LRT access
at any corner
of Eglinton
Avenue and
Trethewey
Drive/ Keele
Street, except
the southwest
corner.

No direct impact to
EMS Station
Passengers can
enter a LRT access
at any corner of
Eglinton Avenue
and Trethewey
Drive/ Keele Street,
except the
southwest corner.

Underground
recommended to
extend into terminal

Recommendation

2.9

Brentcliffe/Laird Station

An investigation was conducted to identify the preferred location for the last station on the east end of the
underground section at Laird Drive or Brentcliffe Road.
EMS station
recommended
to be relocated

Passengers can
enter a LRT
access at any
corner of
Eglinton Avenue
and Trethewey
Drive/ Keele
Street, except
the southwest
corner

2.9.1
No direct impact
to EMS Station

Key Challenges and Constraints

The key challenges and constraints were:
The need to maintain equalized and consistent station/stop spacing to balance transit service
speed with accessibility for the local community; and

Passengers can
enter a LRT
access at any
corner of
Eglinton Avenue
and Trethewey
Drive/ Keele
Street, except
the southwest
corner.

The need to provide special trackwork beyond the last underground station.

2.9.2

Options

The options were to locate the last station on the east end of the underground section at:
Laird Drive; or
Brentcliffe Road.

2.9.3
Underground
recommended
to extend into
terminal

Evaluation

TTC staff investigated the population and employment surrounding the two possible stop locations. An
estimate was prepared of the 2031 population and employment within 500 metres of the Laird and
Brentcliffe alternative station locations.
The catchment areas are shown on Exhibit 59.
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